We study on-line bounded space bin-packing in the resource augmentation model of competitive analysis. In this model, the on-line bounded space packing algorithm has to pack a list L of items with sizes in (0, 1], into a minimum number of bins of size b, b ≥ 1. A bounded space algorithm has the property that it only has a constant number of active bins available to accept items at any point during processing. The performance of the algorithm is measured by comparing the produced packing with an optimal offline packing of the list L into bins of size 1. The competitive ratio then becomes a function of the on-line bin size b. Csirik and Woeginger studied this problem in [3] and proved that no on-line bounded space algorithm can perform better than a certain bound ρ(b) in the worst case. We relax the on-line condition by allowing a complete repacking within the active bins, and show that the same lower bound holds for this problem as well, and repacking may only allow to obtain the exact best possible competitive ratio of ρ(b) having constant number of active bins, instead of achieving this bound in the limit. We design a polynomial time on-line algorithm that uses three active bins and achieves the exact best possible competitive ratio ρ(b) for the given problem.
future, they also work in real-time environments where decisions must be made very fast, without delay, and without complete information. We usually do not put any restrictions on the computational complexity of on-line algorithms, although efficient algorithms are preferred.
As opposed to on-line algorithms, offline algorithms for bin-packing have complete knowledge about the list of items and can thus apply more advanced strategies for packing.
As an intermediate class between these two classes, one can define semi-on-line algorithms. In contrast to pure on-line algorithms, these algorithms slightly relax the on-line restriction by allowing to execute certain types of additional operations in each step, as repacking some finite number of already packed items [9, 10, 16, 17] , preprocessing the items by ordering them with regard to sizes [7] or buffering some items before packing them [14, 15] . Each bin becomes active (or open), when it receives its first item, but once it is declared inactive (or closed), the algorithm no longer considers it for packing and it can never become active again. A bin is empty if no item is assigned to it. Some on-line algorithms keep all bins into which items have been placed open, while others allow only a restricted finite number of bins available to accept items at any point during processing. These latter algorithms are the so-called bounded space algorithms. An on-line bin-packing algorithm is said to use k-bounded space if, for each new item a i , the number of active bins in which it may be packed is at most k (k ≥ 1). The bounded space restriction is quite natural, especially so in on-line bin-packing. It models situations in which bins are exported once they are packed. Thus, the bounded space restriction guarantees the constant flow of the output bins, and that the packer does not accumulate an enormous amount of bins which are only given as output at the end of processing.
These latter restrictions (on-line and bounded space) arise in many applications, as in packing trucks at a loading dock that has positions for a limited number of trucks or in communicating via channels with bounded buffer size in which information moves in fixed-size blocks that are filled with smaller packets with various sizes.
In this paper, we study algorithms that are on-line, bounded space, and allow full repacking within the current k active bins. That means, that in addition to the standard actions of bounded space bin-packing, where we are allowed to: (1) Open a new bin (if the number of active bins is less or equal to k − 1), (2) Close some active bin (and never open it again), (3) Pack a new item into some active bin (if the contents of the bin remains below one).
We are also allowed to: (4) Repack the set of active bins as the new item arrives, using the information on the size of the newly arrived item, i.e. if B 1 , ..., B k denote the active bins (we identify the contents of a bin with the bin), to form a new partition B 1 , ..., B k of the items inside the active bins such that B i = B i holds, and such that the items in each part of the new partition have overall size less than or equal to 1.
To allow action (4) is a natural assumption. As long as an item is in an active bin, the item is available for the packer to change its position. In the loading dock example, trucks will be partially repacked and items will be moved from one truck at the loading dock to another in order to increase the number of items packed. Performance evaluation of on-line bin packing algorithms. Since it is impossible (in general) to produce the best possible solution when computation occurs on-line, we consider approximation algorithms. Approximation algorithms have been analyzed from different points of view. In this paper we restrict ourselves to worst-case analysis. When we discuss the performance of on-line algorithms, we use the term competitive instead of approximation which is used for offline algorithms. The quality of on-line algorithms is usually evaluated using competitive analysis. Competitive analysis tries to find the maximum 'distance' between the optimal packing and the packing constructed by the considered algorithm. In the case of bin-packing, the standard metric for the worst-case performance is the asymptotic worst-case competitive ratio, or simply asymptotic competitive ratio (ACR). In particular, we want to find an algorithm that incurs cost within a constant factor of the minimum possible cost (which is denoted by OPT) no matter what the input list is. This constant factor is the ACR.
We define the asymptotic competitive ratio more formally. For a list L = {a 1 ,a 2 ,. . . ,a n } of items with sizes in (0, 1] and an on-line algorithm A: If A(L) denotes the number of unit-capacity bins used by algorithm A to pack the input-list L, and OP T (L) denotes the number of bins used in an optimal packing, then the ACR of
sufficient condition is the following definition, which states that R ∞ A is the smallest constant such that there exists a constant 0
the asymptotic ratio, a multiplicative constant, hides the additive constant K. This ratio is of most interest in those applications where K is small relative to A(L). It is apparent that the smaller the value R ∞ A is, the better the heuristic algorithm A performs in terms of the worst-case scenario. In other words, the smaller the R ∞ A 's value is, the closer the heuristic solution is to the optimal one. Hence, we want to minimize R ∞ A as much as possible when we design a heuristic algorithm. Experience shows that the ACR is the more reasonable measure of performance for a quality of a bin-packing algorithm as it is robust against anomalies with a small number of bins in the optimum packing, and it also allows the packing algorithm more freedom while packing the first few bins. In this paper we will often drop the term "asymptotic" when we mention the asymptotic competitive ratio.
Weighting functions.
In our paper we use the weighting functions technique, which is a major tool in the analysis of algorithms for bin packing. This technique was introduced in [11, 19, 25] and subsequently applied in many other papers (see, for example, [8, 18, 21, 27] ). The idea of such weighting functions is simple. An item is assigned a weight according to its size and its packing in some fixed solution. The weights are assigned in a way that the cost of an algorithm is close to the total sum of weights. The weight of a bin is the weight of all items in it. In order to complete the analysis, it is usually necessary to consider the total weight that can be packed into a single bin of an optimal solution. But, as there is no systematic way to find weighting functions, the main difficulty in using the approach is finding the appropriate weighting function. Resource augmentation. This technique for analyzing on-line algorithms was introduced in 1995 by Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs in [20] . The resource augmentation model was introduced due to the following drawback of standard competitive analysis. Competitive analysis compares the performance of an on-line algorithm, which must pack each item upon arrival, to that of the omniscient and all-powerful optimal offline algorithm that gets the entire input as a set. The main idea behind the resource augmentation technique is to give the on-line algorithm additional power so it would have fairer chance in competing against the powerful offline adversary advantage, by giving him better resources than the optimal offline algorithm to which it is compared. In bin-packing applications, the extra resource we give the online algorithm is additional bin space. In order to illustrate this idea for packing applications, we use again the loading dock example: as we need to pack the trucks online, and know that most probably the packing will not be optimal, we can consider taking a larger truck, hoping that the extra space would cover up for the waste, and allow us to shift more items. The motivation is to preclude pathological examples that may drive the worst-case competitive ratio; with resource augmentation we derive improved, more realistic and meaningful competitive ratios. During the last few years the resource augmentation technique has become a very popular tool, and it has been applied to many problems in scheduling (see [4] , [22, 2] ), in paging (see [1] , [5] ), and in combinatorial optimization(see [20] ). Let L = {a 1 ,a 2 ,. . . ,a n } be a list of items in (0, 1]. The offline optimum OP T 1 (L) is the minimum number of unit-sized bins into which the items in L can fit. We investigate the behavior of on-line bounded space bin-packing algorithms that pack the list L into bins of size b ≥ 1. This larger bin size b is the augmented resource of the on-line algorithm; the offline algorithm has to work with bins of size 1. For an on-line algorithm A and a bin size b, we denote by A b (L) the number of bins of size b that algorithm A uses in packing the items in L. The asymptotic worst-case competitive ratio of algorithm A
competitive ratio then becomes a function of the on-line bin size b. Preliminaries. In this section we define the sequence
, that was originally introduced by Csirik and Woeginger in [3] , and will be essential in the definition and in the analysis of our algorithm.
Given b ≥ 1, we associate with it an infinite sequence
. .} of positive integers, defined as follows:
The intuition behind T (b) is to find a sequence of positive integers, such that the next integer at each point is picked greedily to be minimal, and the sum of their reciprocals is less than 
Note that the next inequality directly follows from the definitions in (1) and (2):
We now mention several facts on the sequence T (b) that will be used later. First, we observe that for every b ≥ 1 the corresponding sequence 
Csirik and Woeginger [3] used this sequence to define the function
ρ(b) is a strictly decreasing function of b (see Figure 1 in [3] ). Note that ρ(1) = h ∞ ≈ 1.69103.
Lemma 3.
The infinite sum in the righthand side of (6) converges for every value of b ≥ 1.
Previous work. The bin-packing problem holds a special place, both in the history of approximation algorithms and in the history of on-line problems and has been studied extensively since the early 1970's. Various heuristic algorithms with guaranteed bounds on their performance were proposed for the classical problem. The demands for on-line and bounded space algorithms arise in a wide variety of real-world applications, consequently, the problem was analyzed thoroughly in the 1980's and the 1990's. Among bounded space algorithms, those of harmonic-type play an important role. First such algorithm was formulated by Lee and Lee in [21] . Their sequences of algorithms Harmonic(k) are based on a special nonuniform partition of the interval (0, 1] into k subintervals. To each of these subintervals there corresponds a single active bin and only items belonging to this subinterval are packed into this bin. If some item does not fit into its assigned bin, this bin is closed and a new bin is used. In [27] Woeginger presents a sequence of algorithms Simplified Harmonic(k), that work very similarly to the Harmonic(k) algorithms, but use more complicated partition of the interval (0, 1], one based on a Golomb sequences studied in [13] . (Note that it is the same sequence introduced in the above section, for the case b = 1). The asymptotic worst-case ratios of these algorithms approach h ∞ as the number of active bins tends to infinity; but none of the known bounded space algorithms reaches this bound while using a finite number of active bins. On the negative side, Lee and Lee proved in [21] that no on-line approximation algorithm can have a competitive ratio less than the constant h ∞ ≈ 1.69103 using bounded space. The best on-line algorithm so far was developed by Seiden and has ACR 1.58889 [24] . This algorithm, called Harmonic++ belongs to the class of Super Harmonic Algorithms, defined in [24] . The best on-line algorithms [21, 23] known prior to it, belong to this class as well. The best known lower bound 1.5401 for the ACR of on-line algorithms has been given by van Vliet [26] , while the lower bound of any Super Harmonic type algorithm is 1.58333 [23] . From this lower bound we can conclude that in order to get a solution which is very close to optimal, the algorithm cannot be online in the usual sense, and we should consider a semi-online model which allows a small amount of modifications to the solution produced by the algorithm (and thus partly lose its online quality). The first semi-online algorithm was given by Galambos [7] for the bounded space version of the classical bin-packing problem where only a bounded number of bins are open while packing. This algorithm uses two "buffer-bins" for temporary storing of items.
The idea was further developed by Galambos and Woeginger in [9] , where they present an on-line algorithm REP 3 and demonstrate that the bound h ∞ can be reached with three active bins, if the algorithm is allowed to repack the items within the three active bins (i.e. to move items from one active bin to another). Bin-packing with resource augmentation was first studied by Csirik and Woeginger in [3] . They gave on-line bounded space bin-packing algorithms for every b ≥ 1, whose worst case ratio in this model comes arbitrary close to the ρ(b) bound. Moreover, they proved that for every b ≥ 1 no on-line bounded space algorithm can perform better than ρ(b) in the worst case, thus showing that the optimal asymptotic competitive ratio for the on-line bounded space algorithms with resource augmentation b is a strictly decreasing function ρ(b) of b. Unbounded space resource augmented bin-packing was studied in [6] . Our results and organization of the paper. In this paper we study the on-line bounded space bin-packing problem with limited repacking allowed, in the resource augmentation model of competitive analysis. Unfortunately, the ρ(b) lower bound of Csirik and Woeginger carries over to this problem, too, as we prove in Section 4. We extend the ideas in [9] for the resource augmented environment; We design, for every b ≥ 1, an on-line algorithm for resource augmented bounded space bin-packing problem called RESOURCE AUGMENTED REP 3 (b) (or shortly RAR 3 (b)), which is allowed to repack a constant number of active bins (three active bins to be precise) and has exact worst-case competitive ratio of ρ(b), and so show that in a resource augmented environment, allowing the repacking of finite number of bins, allows us to reach the exact optimal worst-case ratio instead of achieving it in the limit.
The main tool we apply is weighting functions technique, which we introduced above. The weighting function we use in a generalized version of the one used in [27] . In order to adapt it to fit our purposes, we use an alternative definition to the resource augmented bin-packing problem; We compare an on-line algorithm which uses bins of size 1 to an optimal offline algorithm whose bins are of size ). This definition is equivalent to the one mentioned above.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the weighting function we use and define our algorithm RAR 3 (b), Section 3 is dedicated to a proof of its correctness. In Section 4 we analyze its worst-case asymptotic behavior.
The algorithm RAR 3 (b)
Classification of the items. Recall that all the items have sizes in the interval (0, 
. Note that in this case, by the definitions of the sequence in (2), t b 1 = 2, t b 2 = 3 and t b 3 ≥ 7. Thus, the results from [9] for b = 1 hold, with few modifications, for this case as well, and we only need to consider the case b ≥ 1.2.
For b ≥ 1.2 the partition of (0 ,
.
From definition of the sequence t b i and by inequality (5), we can see that the above partition of the interval (0, 
This weighting function is similar to the weighting function in [27] . Itis not difficult to prove the following properties of our weighting function.
Observation 4. For any b ≥ 1:
holds.
We discuss these cases separately.
, by Observation 4(iii),
If y ∈ B j ∪C j , again by Observation 4(iii),
The resource augmented repacking algorithm. In this section we define the RESOURCE AUGMENTED REP 3 (b) algorithm (RAR 3 (b) for short), for b ≥ 1. Our algorithm is a generalization of the algorithm REP 3 introduced in [9] for b = 1. It uses a well known First-Fit Decreasing heuristic (FFD) with a small modification. Given a list of items, the original FFD first sorts the items in non-increasing order according to sizes, and then applies First-Fit (FF) algorithm that goes through the sorted list and places each item in turn into the lowest indexed bin where it fits. A new bin is opened only in the case an item does not fit into any non-empty bin. Our algorithm always keeps three active bins that we call BIN 1 , BIN 2 and BIN 3 . RAR 3 (b) proceeds as follows:
(1) Get a new item x and put x into an empty active bin.
(2) Remove all items from the three active bins. 
Proof of correctness
The crucial step of the algorithm RAR 3 (b) is Step (4). The main part of this section is devoted to establishing the fact that
Step (4) is always possible, and that after Step (4) either at least one bin is empty or at least one bin has weight greater or equal to one, thus being closed after
Step (5) and an empty bin is open instead of it. Thus,
Step (1) is well defined. To do this, we prove the following theorems.
Similarly to [9] , we call a good packing to a packing with an empty bin, and a good subset of items is a subset of weight greater or equal one and of size at most one. The following holds:
Lemma 6. For any b ≥ 1 and i ≥ 1: Proof. We assume that it is neither possible to produce a good packing (a packing with an empty bin), nor to find a good subset of items (a subset of weight greater or equal one and of size at most one), and we derive a contradiction from this. Since we assumed that there neither exists a good packing nor a good subset, in the produced FFD-packing neither BIN 3 will be empty, nor will there be a bin with weight greater or equal one. We will prove a number of combinatorial properties of the FFD-packing. Our purpose is to show that by assuming the above, we get that BIN 3 can not possibly contain any of the B i -, C i -or D i -items, and thus FFD-packing is a good packing as it leaves an empty bin. First, we consider the case b ≥ 1.2, and the corresponding partition of (0, Proof full with items of size greater than
], and we apply FFD).
By Observation 4(iii), for y >
holds. But now, the total weight of BIN 1 is at least: (without loss of generality). We denote by X the overall size of all items in BIN 1 that are larger than the B i -items. By Observation 4(iii), the total weight of these items is at least
X . Let β be the number of B i -items in BIN 1 , and let B denote their overall size.
. Using the fact that by the assumption W (BIN 1 )< 1 must hold, as the contents of BIN 1 is not a good subset, we get:
As the
did not fit into BIN 1 , we know that X + B >
. We subtract the last inequality multiplied by (t b i−1 + 1) from (7) multiplied by t b i−1 to get:
In addition, we know that every B i -item in BIN 1 has size at most
and there are exactly β such items, this
. Plugging this into inequality (8) and simplifying the resulting inequality yields:
If the righthand side of (9) So, we have to check for which values of i the righthand side of (9) is at least t b i − 3, and the above holds:
If we apply (5) to the last inequality, we get
is a sequence of integers). We would like to find the value of i starting from which this holds for the different values of b. We split the proof to several subcases, in accordance to the value of b, and treat them separately. There are three cases we need to consider: b ∈ [1.2, 2), b ∈ [2, 3) and b ≥ 3. We now treat these cases one by one. ] items. As to the case i = 2: According to (9) 
holds. We check which values of b satisfy (9) is:
= 0, and this yields β ≥ 1. So there is at least one B 2 -item in BIN 1 . If there are two or more B 2 -items in both BIN 2 and BIN 3 , it means that in total there are at least three B 2 -items in the set, and according to Lemma 6(i) for i = 2, three of those items form a good subset, and we get a contradiction. So BIN 2 and BIN 3 contain together at most one such item.
In the case t b 2 = 5: the righthand side of (9) (9) 
. We would like to know for which values of b, Proof. We will split the proof to two subcases. For b ∈ [1.2, 2): Assume the opposite, that there is a C 1 -item in BIN 2 (without loss of generality). We have proved in Claim 1a that in this case no bin contains any B 1 -item. Consequently, the C 1 -item x is the largest possible item in these three bins. As x did not fit into BIN 1 , BIN 1 must contain two C 1 -items (since
, and for b ∈ [1.2, 2) t b 1 = 2 holds). According to Lemma 6(ii) for i = 1, these two C 1 -items in BIN 1 define a good subset, so BIN 1 contains a good subset, an existence of which contradicts our assumption. So the contrary holds.
For b ≥ 2: Assume that there is a C 1 -item in BIN 3 . That means that there are t b 1 C 1 -items in BIN 2 (since we have proved in Claim 1a that for b ≥ 2 there are not any B 1 -items in BIN 2 , we do FFD and x did not fit into BIN 2 ). According to Lemma 6(ii) for i = 1, these t b 1 C 1 -items in BIN 2 form a good subset, so BIN 2 contains a good subset-again we derive a contradiction. So, there are no C 1 -items in BIN 3 . Regarding BIN 2 ; since b ≥ 2, BIN 1 may contain a B 1 -item. Assume that there is a C 1 -item x in BIN 2 . If BIN 1 contains no B 1 -items, we can argue analogously to above (only now it is the contents of BIN 1 that will form a good subset). Hence, we may assume that BIN 1 does contain some B 1 -item. We have assumed that BIN 3 is not empty (otherwise we produce a packing with an empty bin, in contrary to the assumption). Let α be an item that arrived at BIN 3 . We discussed the case where α is a C 1 -item above. So assume α is not a C 1 -item. Then any item that arrives at BIN 3 can be at most a B 2 -item (because we proved that there can not be any B 1 and D 1 items in BIN 3 ), and thus has size at most
. Since we showed in Claim 2a that there are no D i items in BIN 3 for i ≥ 1, BIN 3 can contain only B i and C i ,i ≥ 2 items. So α has to be one of those. There is a positive integer , for which α ∈ ( . Let these items be q 1 , q 2 , ..., q m , q 1 ∈ B 1 . Because we used FFD, q 1 ≥ q 2 ≥ ... ≥ q m ≥ α holds. By Theorem 5, we may claim that for a integer and an item of size greater than 1 +1 , the ratio between its weight and its size is at least +2 +1 . So, the total weight of the items in BIN 1 is at least 1 is a B 1 item) , and
. We want to know when W(BIN 1 )≥ 1, i.e. when Proof. Assume by contradiction that BIN 3 contains some C i -item x. We denote by Y the overall size of items in BIN 2 that are larger than the C i -items. All of these items are at least C i−1 -items. That is true starting with 1.2, 3 ) there may be a B 2 -item in BIN 2 . By Observation 4(iii), the total weight of these items is at
Y . Let γ be the number of C i -items in BIN 2 , and denote their overall size by C.
Since by the assumption the contents of BIN 2 is not a good subset, W (BIN 2 )< 1 holds, and this yields:
Since the
. We multiply the last inequality by (t b i−1 + 1) and the inequality (10) by the factor t b i−1 . Subtracting one inequality from the other gives:
We divide both sides of the inequality by (
Moreover, C ≤
holds (since size of each C i -item is at most
and there are γ of those). Combining this with the inequality (11), we derive:
If the righthand side of (12) is larger than t b i − 2, that means we have at least (t b i − 1) C i -items in BIN 2 , and at least one C i -item in BIN 3 . Together that gives t b i C i -items in the set. By Lemma 6(ii) those t b i C i -items construct a good subset, and thus we derive a contradiction as wanted. So, we want to check for which values of i the inequality
If we apply Lemma 2 to the above inequality, we get: Proof. Recall that in this case there can be a B 2 -item in BIN 2 . Assume, by contradiction, that BIN 3 contains some C 2 -item x. Note that in Claim 5a we showed that BIN 3 does not contain B 2 -items. If BIN 2 does not contain a B 2 -item, it must contain t b 2 C 2 -items. This is because the C 2 -items are the largest items that can be in BIN 2 , since we have proved that BIN 2 cannot contain any B 1 , C 1 or D 1 item, and since x did not fit in it. By Lemma 6(ii) for i = 2, those t b 2 C 2 -items form a good subset, and thus we derive a contradiction. So BIN 3 cannot contain a C 2 -item Hence, we may assume that BIN 2 does contain some B 2 -item y (and by Claims 3a and 5a it is the only B 2 -item in BIN 2 ). In Claim 3a we showed that this is possible only for those values of b in interval ). By Observation 4(iii), the total weight of these items is at least
Let the number of B 2 -items in BIN 1 be β, and denote their overall size by B. Then W (BIN 1 ) < 1 (that holds by the assumption) implies:
As the C 2 -item x ≤ ] Once again, we denote by X the overall size of all items in BIN 1 that are larger than the B 2 -items (i.e. larger than 1 4 in this case). By Observation 4(iii), the total weight of these items is at least
Let the number of B 2 -items in BIN 1 be β, denote their overall size by B. Then W (BIN 1 ) < 1 implies:
As C 2 -item x ≤ ] Again, we denote by X the overall size of all items in BIN 1 that are larger than the B 2 -items (i.e. larger than 1 6 ). By Observation 4(iii), the total weight of these items is at least
. Let the number of B 2 -items in BIN 1 be β, and denote by B their overall size. Then W (BIN 1 ) < 1 implies:
As the C 2 -item x ≤ . By Observation 4(iii), the total weight of these items is at least
. Let the number of B 2 -items in BIN 1 be β, and denote their overall size by B. Then W (BIN 1 ) < 1 implies:
As the C 2 -item x ≤ BIN 1 and BIN 2 together) , and according to Lemma 6(i) for i = 2, those seven items form a good subset. In all the cases we derived a contradiction to our assumptions by showing the existence of a good subset. So, the opposite holds.
Summarizing, in Claims 1a through 7a we have shown that for b ≥ 1.2 in the FFD-packing BIN 3 can neither contain a B i -, nor a C i -, nor a D i -item, under our assumptions. Thus, BIN 3 is empty, and the FFD-packing is a good packing. This is the final contradiction, which completes the proof of Theorem 7 for the case b ≥ 1.2.
As to the case b ∈ [1, 1.2) and the suitable partition of (0,
Note that in this case, by the definitions of the sequence in (2), t b 1 = 2,t b 2 = 3 and t b 3 ≥ 7. Thus, the proof from [9] for b = 1 that in the FFD-packing BIN 3 can neither contain a B i -, nor a C i -, nor a D i -item holds, using a small number of modifications.
Recall that our main assumption was a non-existence of a good subset and of a good packing, we saw that for any b ≥ 1 the opposite holds, and we can always obtain a good packing or a good subset. Now, let us show that
Step (4) is always executable and well-defined.
Theorem 8. For any b ≥ 1:
The algorithm RAR 3 (b) can be implemented so that it never gets stuck in Step (4) .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of packed items. We keep the following invariant: As RAR 3 (b) receives a new item to pack, one of the three active bins is empty. Without loss of generality, let this bin be BIN 3 and the rest of the items are packed in the remaining two active bins. Obviously, this invariant holds as RAR 3 (b) receives the first item. Assume it holds after the packing of item a j , and consider the moment RAR 3 (b) receives a j+1 . By inductive assumption, there is a set of items that were packed in the previous step into two of the three active bins by RAR 3 (b) and BIN 3 is empty at this point. When item a j+1 arrives, it is put into BIN 3 in
Step (1). Then we remove all the items from the bins and sort them in non-increasing order by their size. There are two possible cases: (i) The algorithm finds a good subset of (t b i − 1) B i -items or t b i C i -items, and after we remove these B i -items in Step (4.1) or C i -items in Step (4.2) from the set, RAR 3 (b) packs the remaining items in the set (which are still sorted in non-increasing order) by FF using two bins in Step (4.3).
(ii) RAR 3 (b) packs the entire set of items by FF using three bins in Step (4.3). We discuss these two cases separately. We claim that all items can be packed. (i) If we perform Step (4.1), it means that the new item that has arrived is a B i -item, thus completes the amount of B i -items in the list to t b i − 1 (otherwise, if the new item is not a B i -item and there are (t b i − 1) B i -items present in the set we would have combined them as a good subset in the previous step). If we perform Step (4.2), it means that the new item that has arrived is a C i -item, thus completes the amount of C i -items in the list to t b i (by similar considerations). In any case, by Lemma 6 we know that these items form a good subset and fit into a single bin. We put them in BIN 3 . Then we go to Step (4.3) and pack the rest of the items in BIN 1 and BIN 2 by FF. Assume by contradiction that some item z does not fit in any of those bins. First, we consider the case when the good subset we remove consists of B i -items. For t b i = 2: z ∈ i ≥ 2. So, as z did not fit in any of BIN 1 or BIN 2 , and we assumed the entire set of items (without the new item) fits in two bins, the sum of the sizes of all the items that remain in the set after we remove the good subset (which has to contain a j+1 ) either in Step (4.1) or Step (4.2), is upper bounded by . In this case, the size of any of the items in BIN 1 and BIN 2 is greater or equal to z as they are packed by FFD heuristic, but less than 
